Sophomore Information - Class of 2013

Below is some information on our sophomores at Ohlone College. We have film and transcripts available on each player if you have interest.

You can download films off of itunes:

Step 1 Go to itunes.ohlone.edu
Step 2 Click “take me to Ohlone on itunes”
Step 3 Click on the folder that says Physical Education
Step 4 Click Men’s Basketball
Step 5 Click and download each half of the game you want to watch.

For transcripts, please email each player individually and they can forward you their transcripts, including what they are currently enrolled in. All players have their own transcripts.

Contact information for John Peterson is jpeterson@ohlone.edu or 510-659-6042.
Contact for Justin Carter is jcarter@ohlone.edu or 510-659-6055.

Ohlone was ranked in the top 10 all year in California. Finished the season 21-9, losing in the sweet 16. Once again one of the top defensive teams in the state, giving up just 58 points per game. We have 13 guys looking to move on, including several freshmen who will have 3 years to play.

Signed and Committed Players
Chris Read – Stanislaus State
Fredrik Boehn – West Georgia
Warren Wright – Johnson and Wales (CO)

Freshman Point Guards (3 to play):

Name: Casey Norris

Pos. PG  Ht. 6’1”  Wt. 188

Comments: All league honorable mention. Skilled/Crafty/reliable point guard. Good three point shooter (38%, 33 made) with great shot selection. Uses fakes to get where he wants to on the court and is an excellent decision maker. Takes care of the ball. Led the team in assists with 4 a game (1.5 to 1 Asst/to ratio). Earned a starting spot 6 games into the season and started the rest of the way. Gym rat…one of our hardest working guys in terms of extra time in the gym. Excellent in late game situations, under pressure. Good on ball defender who understands angles and keeps guys in front. Excellent rebounder from the guard position—uses size and strength to block out and rebound. Type of player that the more you watch him, the more you appreciate him for
his consistency and play making ability. 4 year varsity HS started on team that lost 9 games. ***At this time is only interested in Division 1 options.***

Additional Stats- 8.2 ppg, 42% fg percentage, 69% FT percentage, 4 rpg

**Name: Anton Miller**
**Pos. PG**
**Ht. 6'0”**
**Wt. 178**

*Comments:* Quick combo guard. Excellent 3 point shooter who will not take a bad one (14 made, 45%). Pushes the ball in transition and makes the right decisions on the break. Handles the ball versus pressure, 94 feet. Very good pull up jump shooter who uses his quickness to get into gaps (46% from the field). Was our best playmaker with shot clock under 10. Consistently provided a spark off the bench in big games—knack for hitting the big shot. Great communicator who was the emotional catalyst for our team. 75% FT shooter. Eligibility issues may determine having to play in Canada…waiting on clearinghouse for final ruling. D2 player.

**Freshman Posts (both NCAA academic qualifiers):**

**Name: Henry McCarthy**
**Pos. 4/5**
**Ht. 6'9”**
**Wt. 220**

*Comments:* First team all-league. Athletic and skilled center. Excellent defensive and offensive rebounder (7 rpg). Very good low post scorer with excellent footwork (10 ppg). Can score with his back to the basket (both hands) or facing up. Arguably the best low post scorer in the North this year. Very patient and crafty in the post. Excellent touch around the rim. Uses quickness and angles to create scoring opportunities in the low post. Very good shooter with range to 17’. Was doubled on the catch in nearly every league game. Good passer out of double teams. Very good helpside defender who moves his feet well to stop penetration. Very good individual post defender as well. HUGE upside…just learning how to play. Plays on Norwegian National team. Mid Major player. Additional Stats- 53% fg percentage, 68% ft percentage, 1 block shot pg, 2.5 o reb pg.

***Only has two years of eligibility left. NCAA ruled last week that he will have to sit one year in residence due the fact that he played in a recreational league in Norway after his one year grace period. Ruling can be appealed to a game for game suspension. Best case scenario is that he sits 18 games next year, then plays the following two. Worst case is he redshirts a year then plays 2. Can contribute some money towards his education.***

**Name: Karl Ohrner**
**Pos. Stretch 4**
**Ht. 6’8”**
**Wt. 218**

*Comments:* Karl Ohrner- Stretch 4 who can play inside or on the perimeter. Very good three point shooter (39%) who made 2 to 3 in a row several times this year. Good passer from the post and perimeter. Can guard the 4 or the 5. Most improved player on the team this year—greatly improved body, physicality, defensive rebounding, and on ball and help defending. Came from a high school program where he spent all his time on the perimeter. Just learning how to do more than catch and shoot. Rebounding is improving, but not what he does best. Plays on Swedish u-20 team. Great upside…already knows how to shoot and pass. Low D1, high D2 player.

**Sophomore Wings:**

**Name: Vinnie Toor**
**Pos. 2/3**
**Ht. 6’3”**
**Wt. 176**

*Comments:* Quick/Athletic wing. Shoots it well from 3 off the bounce or off the catch. Excellent help defender—high level understanding of positioning and rotations. Limited minutes due to talent and depth of our wings. Extremely high character kid who brings it every day in practice. One of our highest IQ guys and quickest learners. Excellent student. NAIA / D3 player.
Name: Jason (Xia) Bi  
**Pos. 2/3  Ht. 6’5”  Wt. 190**

Comments: Skilled wing with good size and athletic ability. Good 3 point shooter. Plays extremely hard and competes every day in practice. Improved ball handler and passer. Great teammate and person. Academics an issue. NAIA D2 or NCAA D3 player. Dad coaches a University team in China and was a member of the Chinese National Team. Can contribute some money towards his education.

Sophomore Posts:

Name: Ring Ayuel  
**Pos. 5  Ht. 7’4”  Wt. 213**

Comments: Extremely tall and long center. 7’8” wingspan. Can run, catch and finish. Good offensive and defensive rebounder in his area. Good shot blocker… Understands how to stay vertical so he does not foul. Late starter in terms of education and basketball. Reaction time and basketball understanding has improved, but is still behind in these areas. Has US refugee status after spending 6 years in a UN sponsored refugee camp in Kenya. Will need special attention academically wherever he goes…was illiterate in his own language when he first came to the states. If he passes his spring classes will be NAIA eligible. Best in a system that keeps their bigs low and opposite the ball. Will have trouble with pick and roll matchups that feature a big that can shoot it or drive it off a pop. Getting better everyday. ***He needs a curriculum that is ESL and/or remedial in nature due to learning issues.

Players that need to go to Canada

Sophomore Point Guard:

Name: Jarrad Jackson  
**Pos. PG  Ht. 5’11”  Wt. 171**

Comments: Very quick point guard that can score. Gets from free throw line to free throw line in a hurry. Pushes the ball in transition and can get all the way to the rim. Very good pull up jump shooter and good three point shooter (37% for the season). Understands how to play out of pick and roll, and can make multi level reads. Very unselfish, always looking to get a teammate a shot. Great leadership skills. Took several games over with his ability to hit shots and make plays. Has dual citizenship (Australia/US) but will potentially have eligibility issues in terms of seasons of competition, may have to go to school in Canada. Developmental player with the Perth Wildcats. No brainer low D1/high D2 if he had eligibility stateside. Additional Stats- 7 ppg, 40% fg percentage, started 25 of our 30 games.

Sophomore Wings:

Name: Ashley Stephens  
**Pos. 2/3/4  Ht. 6’5”  Wt. 210**

Comments: Big, tough, athletic wing. Strong and athletic frame. Can shoot it on the move in any direction and catch and shoot with a quick, high release. Shot 42% from three this year (18 made). Was our most physical rebounder from the wing position…rebounds it like a 4 man, and hits someone on every shot attempt. Uses shot fake to get all the way to the rim, and defenders bounce off him. Came off the bench and made 2 threes in 3 of last 4 games. Can play in the post as well, and score around the rim with both hands. Very versatile skill sets. Good student and extremely high character person. Great teammate. Was a developmental player with the Perth Wildcats when he got out of high school. Mid to high level D2 if he were to be eligible in the states. Additional Stats- 80% FT shooter. Individual highlight link is on our itunes page as well.